
Unit 5: Reading / Reading Comprehension 
	

Three  Pets 

     My  family  has  three  pets.   We  have  a  puppy,  a  

bunny,  and  a  fish.   The  puppy  is  a  happy,  funny  

puppy.    He  likes  to  play  and  get  belly  rubs.   He  

does  cry  at  night  to  be  by  my  side  or  if  he  is  

hungry.  The  bunny  has  floppy  ears  and  is  shy.   He  

hops  into  his  hutch  at  the  sight  of  a  person,  but  

he  might  come  close  if  you  try  to  hand  him  

treats.   The  fish  just  swims  in  her  dish.  She  has  

shiny  rocks  and  a  tiny  plant  in  her  dish.   My  

family  is  lucky  to  have  three  pets.	

(c) Elise Lovejoy 
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Unit 5: Reading / Reading Comprehension 
Multiple Choice

Read  the  short  passage.  Read  the  questions  and  circle  the  best  answer. 

Three  Pets 

     My  family  has  three  pets.   We  have  a  puppy,  a  bunny,  and  a  fish.   

The  puppy  is  a  happy,  funny  puppy.    He  likes  to  play  and  get  belly  

rubs.   He  does  cry  at  night  to  be  by  my  side  or  if  he  is  hungry.  The  

bunny  has  floppy  ears  and  is  shy.   He  hops  into  his  hutch  at  the  

sight  of  a  person,  but  he  might  come  close  if  you  try  to  hand  him  

treats.   The  fish  just  swims  in  her  dish.  She  has  shiny  rocks  and  a  

tiny  plant  in  her  dish.   My  family  is  lucky  to  have  three  pets. 

1) Which  pets  do  the  family  have?

a) a  puppy,  a  bunny,  and  a  fish

b) a  cat,  a  fish,  and  a  bunny

c) a  puppy,  a  kitten,  and  a  fish

d) a  puppy,  a  snake,  and  a  cat

2) What  does  the  dog  do  when

he  is  hungry?

a) eat

b) yip

c) cry

d) play

3) Where  does  the  bunny  hop  to

if  he  has  a  fright?

a) his  bed

b) his  hutch

c) his  house

d) his  family

4) What  is  in  the  dish  of  the

fish?

a) tiny  rocks

b) shiny  rocks

c) shiny  plants

d) just  a  fish

(c) Elise Lovejoy 
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Unit 5: Reading / Reading Comprehension 
Teacher Tracking 

Student’s Name:_________________________     
Date:____________________ 

(1 point for every white word, and 2 points for every gray word) 

My family has three pets 
_________/7	

We have a puppy a bunny and a fish 

_________/11	

The puppy is a happy funny puppy 
_________/11	

He likes to play and get belly rubs 
_________/9	

He does cry at night to be by my side 
or if he is hungry 

_________/20	

The bunny has floppy ears and is shy 
_________/11	

He hops into his hutch at the sight of a 
person but he might come close if you try to 
hand him treats 

_________/27	

The fish just swims in her dish 
_________/7	

She has shiny rocks and a tiny plant in her 
dish 

_________/13	

My family is lucky to have three pets 

_________/10	
TOTAL:____________________/	126	

(c) Elise Lovejoy
Express Readers




